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CANCER SOCIETY SAYS VlAIT FOR RESULTS COULD HAVE BEEN SHORTER: It's been
several months since the Eastern Health Authority discovered a test done
on some breast cancer patients in this province had been producing false
results
Monday, December 05, 2005 07:10AM Item # 07
CBC Radio St. John's

JEFF GILHOOLY: Itls been several months since the Eastern Health Authority
discovered a test done on some breast cancer patients in this province had
been producing false results. The test determines whether the person would
benefit from a drug called Tamoxifen, itls been shown to help prevent
cancer from corning back in some patients. Once the Eastern Health
Authority discovered there was a problem it sent the results to a hospital
in Toronto to be Ie-tested. Months later many patients are still anxiously
waiting for word and now the provincial branch of the Cancer Society says
that wait could have been shorter. Peter Dawe is Executive Director, hers

--on__ .t het.Li ne rigbt __ now, gP'od__moznd.nq.

PETER DAWE: Good morning Jeff;
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We1ve talked about Tamoxifen on this program before but
herels lis~eners who arenlt quite sure what it is or areD;~

it I could you remind us briefly wha t; happened here and how
were effected?

PETER DAWE: Well there's about 350 patients a year who get tested for
breast cancer in this province and when you have breast cancer they have
to determine if you aTe ER or PR positive and what that means is that
you're hormone positive, you have estrogen progesterone receptors on the
tumour. And about twenty percent of people don 't and that r s a qene r a.I rule
anjrwhere in the world. So about twenty percent of those 350 were what was
called negative and now what welre finding out over at Eastern Health is
about ... they had about ten percent of that twenty percent, itls a little
bi t complicated, but it was about 80 or 90 people a year over a s ever-a L
year period who should have been told they were negative when actually
they were positive. And the big difference there is if you're positive,
that means you can use the drug, itls not the only drug but Tamoxifen is
the one that's well known and that can help you and your survival rate.

JEFF GILHOOLY: All right, that's a good job of explaining it because you
can get tied up in the negatives and positives can't you?

PETER DAWE: But part of this ... part of the problem with the story I think
is that it is a little bit complex.

JEFF GILHOOLY: Yeah. How long did you expect it to take though to get the
tests back from Toronto, this hospital in Toronto where they were redone?

PETER DAWE: Well just to be clear again you know we're the Canadian Cancer
Society! welre not Eastern Health and welre there as advocates saying you
know this should be quicker. But you know when Eastern Health looked at
it, they looked at it this summer, they found out they had a problem. I'm
sure they thought within a couple of months they'd have all of these test
results back and anybody who should have been on Tamoxifen would have been
given the opportunity to be on it. The problem that they have, they run
into is that, and in hindsight you know maybe they should have seen it,
maybe they could have done something a little bit differently. But the
problem is that they're still only about halfway through so they had seven
or eight ... around 700 altogether they had to retest. They're only halfway
through getting the test result back so there's still hundreds of people
out there, women, who don't know if they had the proper treatment or not
for their breast cancer.

JEFF GILHOOLY: All right does that speak to another problem with ... that
the fact that when these I guess whole batches of tests went up to Toronto
they werenlt prioritized?

PETER DAWE: Well you know and as we've dug through this and spoken to the
people at Eastern Health to figure out what 'was going on, indeed when they
figured out they had a problem they batched all the samples together and
believe it or not Eastern Health, you know they've still got samples of
the tumours going back to 1997. So they've bundled up all of these samples
and sent them all up t.oqe t'he.r to try to figure out you know the- extent o'f
the problem. They didn't know the extent of the problem that they had then
and in hindsight if you look back at it you know there could have been a
prioritization process put in place where you know maybe your most recent
diagnosis would have been tested first or as it turns out I mean there's
even people that were sent up or samples that were sent up from people who
were deceased because it was so long ago.

JEFF GILHOOLY: Really?

PETE-R-DAWE-:--We-l-l you know I -mean-that's what happens r if--Y0u---send--al1-of
-the---s-ample-s--5a-c-k- arid---y"OLi"T f"e-Y':Io-E---suf-e-Tf";-. .y6u----kncf"(:.r-Eh-e r-e---w~i"s---rfo--c5rrt-ac-t---·

made vvith.any .o f t.he.se people prior to t.he cs amp.l e s going back up. And
again in hindsight the Cancer Society would have said gee whiz guys., if
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v o u c oi. 2 o r cb Lem of this ma qn.i 't.ucie and .i t t s e f f e ct Lnq people: "'c.r-.:.is waj; the
£ir5T~ step- you should do is ;!DU kn ow contact all these people and have a
direct cornmunication about whe t ::1-18 issue is.

JEFF GILHOOLY: So if I understand you then is it possible that. the family
of a patient who is decease~ could be getting test result.s befo~e a living
oe t i ent; ?

P:LTEE DAWE: .well I thin): 't h e v ' r e trying to f Lx the pzob.l em new but
certainly they ...

JEFF GILHOOLY: Has t.hat happened?

PETER DAWE: Their original plan was not to contact: people until the test
result came back. And if thatls your plan then you!re going to get: a test
resul t back not know.i riq whether the person was you know in the province,
out of the province. You don't know you know where they are in their
progress in the fight against cancer. So obviously you're going to get
situations like that. The problem they have now is they're so far into
this process and they've committed themselves to Mount Sinai in Toronto to
get these test results back and all the results have been sent up, to try
to do anything with it now, it would probably cause more delay than is
necessary and if it is keep with the process you know no matter how long
it took it's going to be quicker than trying to do some type of priority
work with it now, right.

JEFF GILHOOLY: So maybe you should have spent more time at the beginning
sorting through the results eh?

PETER DAWE: Well if you look at you know what the lesson learned you know
from my ... it's easy for me to say it, I'm not working in that system but
from outside the system and advocating for people with cancer you're going
to say look you know your first response has got to be can we protect life
here, you know whose life is it that we can you know put a priority on La
literally save their life. And if you go through that process, if you
think through that process first then you know you're going to come up
with some different decisions that were made right.

JEFF GILHOOLY: Okay how are patients reacting to this, are you getting
much feedback from them?

PETER DAWE: We've been in contact with a number of people you know, at
first when the story broke and it came out in the media first you know,
the first response was you know what does this mean, what does this mean?
So now we're at the point I think where people understand what it means
but now they're getting very anxious, they've been you know up to three
and four months that the system has known that there's a problem and
they're sitting there you know, some people react differently than others
but for the most part there's a lot of anxiety and for the most part
there1s a you know a little bit feeling of powerlessness because you know
they can1t control the process. You know and you think about our health
care system you know there's a lot of complaints but you know in general
the general rule of thumb is that you get things done when you get
them ... need them done and we've got a great system. I -mean you know
believe it or not I mean that's the normal fo! the average person going
through, is going to experience it that way. And so you've got a group of
women now who are sitting there who can't control the process and are
feeling quite helpless about it.

JEFF GILHOOLY: All right we appreciate your time this morning, thank you.

PETER DAWE: Anytime Jeff.

JEFF GILHOOLY-: Al.L right, bye now. Peter -Dawe,the Executive Director of
the pro\liri"claT hra.nchbf the Ca'-na-dlarf -Ca1ice:t--Socl-et~T:"-

-30-
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